Virtual Security
Assessment

Is Your Virtual Enviornment Secure?
Virtualization offers significant benefits however many existing security
solutions are not optimized to work in the virtual environment and can
potentially leave organizations at risk of meeting compliance mandates. Vicom
offers integrated threat protection assessments and solutions for VMware and
Virtualization environments that provide protection for every layer of the Virtual
infrastructure. These assessments and solutions leverage VMware VMsafe™ integration
to offer protection that is scalable, isolated, centralized and efficient.

Vicom Virtual Security Assessment Key Benefits
Inter‐VM Traffic Analysis:
Monitors traffic between
virtual servers to stop
threats before impact.

Transparent Intrusion
Prevention and Firewall:
Protects the core of the
virtual data center and
infrastructure enviornment.

Automatic Discovery:
Perform automatic
discovery of all VMs to
increase security
awareness and visibility.

Virtual Infrastructure
Auditing:
Reports on privileged user
and login activity, which aids
support audit preparation.

Multilayered IPS and
Firewall Technology:
Solution that protects the
virtual environment at the
core of the infrastructure.

Virtual Patch Technology:
Automatically protects
vulnerabilities on virtual
servers regardless of
patch strategy.
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Virtual Security
Assessment
We can help. Organizations today need to meet

regulatory compliance standards by limiting access to critical
data housed on virtual machines, by tracking user access,
and providing customized reporting for the Virtual infrastructure.
Ask about our Virtual Security Assessment and how we can
help you navigate through a Virtual world.

Compliance
Vicom’s Virtual Security Assessment
for organizations ensures that
sensitive data and applications
remain both secure and compliant.

Vicom Virtual Security Assessment Includes:
Deep
understanding of
Security for your
specific Virtual
Environment

Enforces
dynamic security
where virtual
machines (VMs)
are deployed

Provides
multilayered
intrusion
prevention and
firewall

Increases
virtual server
uptime and
availability with
virtual rootkit
detection

Accelerate
& simplify your
Payment Card
Industry Data
Security
Standard audit

Security
and reporting
compliance
customized for
the virtual
infrastructure

Reduce cost
and complexity
with automatic
protection
features

Vicom
remediation
services to ensure
Virtual Security
compliance

Unparalleled Security Consulting Services
Vicom provides unparalleled security consulting services with a proven
methodology and track record for identifying vulnerabilities in the
Virtual infrastructure. Our expertise in penetration techniques and
strong knowledge of evolving security trends enables us to
effectively identify vulnerabilities in even the most complex
physical & Virtual environments. Our team of consultants
can also provide actionable remediation guidance to
quickly and effectively address threats identified
during assessments.
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